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Activity Guide: Egg Drop 
Purpose: Ages 8-14 

Museum Connection: We are curious, creative and playful! 

Main Idea: When entering into the atmosphere of a planet, the gravitational pull increases 
drastically, pulling objects quickly to the ground. For research instruments, like landers and 
rovers, traveling to other planets, their impact must be lessened ensure their purpose is served 
to gather data. 

Background Information for Educator: 

Re-entry into a planetary atmosphere from Space is tricky and complicated when it comes to 
expensive landers and rovers, like those sent to Mars, and shuttles that are launched into space 
multiple times. Gravity will pull objects “dangerously fast” towards the ground, drag and 
friction at these speeds will cause some slow down, but it also causes these objects to 
experience intense heat, up to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.  

To protect against these extreme conditions, 
certain safety measures and precautions are put 
into place. When it comes to shuttles that want to 
be used numerous times, they are built to look 
more like airplanes that allow then to control their 
descent and glide back towards the ground. 
Previous shuttles, like those of Apollo missions, 
were built with heat shields and were to land in 
the ocean, breaking their descent. However, when 
sending object to mars, where there is no water to 
lessen impact or people to man descent, other measures are put into place. Some objects have 
used inflatable pads to lessen impact, others have used parachutes and retro rockets to slow 
them as they get closer to the surface.  

Sources:  

Atmospheric Re-entry , Insight Mars Lander , Insight Lander Video (3:18) 

 

 

 

https://science.howstuffworks.com/spacecraft-reentry.htm
https://mars.nasa.gov/insight/timeline/landing/summary/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0lwFLPiZEE
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Prep (5-10 minutes): 

• Gather all materials needed. 
• Select area that is safe to drop egg-drop projects. Lay down tarp and place cones that help 

to indicate the drop-zone. 
• Put all eggs into Ziploc bags before building around them. 
• Decide if guests will work as individuals or in groups. 

  

Materials: 

Item Quantity 
Eggs 1 per individual/group 
Ziplock bags 1 per egg 
Paper 1 per egg-drop build 
Pencil X 
Masking tape X 
Materials to package eggs As desired 
Cotton balls X 
Recyclables X 
String X 
Tissue paper/coffee filters X 
Cups X 
Balloons X 
Fabric X 
Etc. X 

 

Step-by-Step Instructions (Time): 

1. If able, review the rover video in Space Odyssey or watch examples of Mars landings. 
2. Explain to guests where they will build their own “lander”, where they will drop their 

lander, and the objective to keep their egg whole. 
3. Give each guests an egg in a ziploc baggie. 

a. If desired, have groups first design their egg drop project to really think through the 
different elements they will be adding to their project. 

4. Allow time for guests to build their project, about 30 minutes. 
5. Travel with guests (if needed) to drop site and explain how the drop will work. 
6. If able, have guests share with each other how they designed their drop and why they made 

the choices they did. 
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7. Have groups drop their eggs! 
8. Check if eggs made the landing. Open over a trash can in case egg broke and baggie ripped. 
9. If able, have guests share if their egg made it. 

a. If it did make it, ask: why they think it did.  
b. If it did not make it, ask: what would they do differently. 

10. Throw eggs away! Guests can keep their project if they wish. Try and recycle anything 
guests do not want to keep. 

Picture of Final Project: 

 


